True Colors at the Movies

True Color personalities are all around you home, school, work and entertainment. You could suggest that a blue movie is one where the character searches for meaning in life, making connections with people and things, and/or searching for love and peace. You would probably suggest that a green movie is one where the character is investigating or inventing a major life changing event. An orange movie would be full of action, adventure and competition. A gold movie would be one with a well organized plot.

Think of your favorite movies most usually involves multiple characters with one of the True Color characteristics.

For example:

In a recent publication related to true color the author listed these examples: “In "Along Came Polly" starring Ben Stiller and Jennifer Aniston. Ben plays a very gold insurance risk analyzer. Jennifer plays an out-there orange, living for the moment, traveling all over. How can they connect when they are such opposites?

Another type of gold-orange behavior was in Dead Poets Society. The young boy was an orange personality, he wanted to be an actor. His father was very gold, so much that when he took his slippers off he lined them up before tucking them under the bed. This is a confrontation where a gold and an orange made each other wrong with disastrous consequences.

Julia Roberts, in Mona Lisa Smile, was a green girl in the gold setting of Wesley College. The girls were taught to be house wives. She may have been following her green passion as a teacher, but the gold system really beat her up. When you read my book, you’ll understand more about this.”

Assignment:

1. Ask and explain to two family members how to complete the True Color assessment.
2. Read the list of character traits for each True color.
3. Watch your favorite show this weekend. Notice the characters personality types. Now decide which character fits each of the four personalities and explain why and how. List and describe the plot of the movie, or cartoon or show. List and explain each character separately on your paper. You must be prepared to support your answer with four details. Be prepared to discuss in class.
Ever look at movies from a True Colors perspective. We call the blue movies "chick flicks" and the orange ones "action movies." The green ones are usually serious and "heady." Gold movies would be the ones with strong plots of right vs wrong, good vs evil. A good movie "types" (as in personality type or color) the characters accurately. In "Along Came Polly" starring Ben Stiller and Jennifer Aniston. Ben plays a very gold insurance risk analyzer. Jennifer plays an out-there orange, living for the moment, traveling all over. How can they connect when they are such opposites?

Another type of gold-orange behavior was in Dead Poets Society. The young boy was orange, he wanted to be an actor. His father was very gold, som much that when he took his slippers off he lined them up before tucking them under the bed. This is a confrontation where a gold and an orange made each other wrong with disastrous consequences.

Julia Roberts, in Mona Lisa Smile, was a green girl in the gold setting of Wesley College. The girls were taught to be house wives. She may have been following her green passion as a teacher, but the gold system really beat her up. When you read my book, you'll understand more about this.
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